Automatic speech recognition, especially large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, is an important issue in the field of machine learning. For a long time, the hidden Markov model (HMM)-Gaussian mixed model (GMM) has been the mainstream speech recognition framework. But recently, HMM-deep neural network (DNN) model and the end-to-end model using deep learning has achieved performance beyond HMM-GMM. Both using deep learning techniques, these two models have comparable performances. However, the HMM-DNN model itself is limited by various unfavorable factors such as data forced segmentation alignment, independent hypothesis, and multi-module individual training inherited from HMM, while the end-to-end model has a simplified model, joint training, direct output, no need to force data alignment and other advantages. Therefore, the end-to-end model is an important research direction of speech recognition. In this paper we review the development of end-to-end model. This paper first introduces the basic ideas, advantages and disadvantages of HMM-based model and end-to-end models, and points out that end-to-end model is the development direction of speech recognition. Then the article focuses on the principles, progress and research hotspots of three different end-to-end models, which are connectionist temporal classification (CTC)-based, recurrent neural network (RNN)-transducer and attention-based, and makes theoretically and experimentally detailed comparisons. Their respective advantages and disadvantages and the possible future development of the end-to-end model are finally pointed out.Automatic speech recognition is a pattern recognition task in the field of computer science, which is a subject area of Symmetry.
Introduction
Popularity of smart devices has made people more and more feel the convenience of voice interaction. As a very natural human-machine interacting method, automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been an important issue in the machine learning field since the 1970s [1] .
Automatic speech recognition's task is to identify an acoustic input sequence X = {x 1 , · · · , x T } of length T as a label sequence L = {l 1 , · · · , l N } (generally are letters, words or Chinese characters) of length N. Here, x t ∈ R D is a D-dimensional speech input vector (such as the Mel Filter Bank) corresponding to the t-th speech frame, V is labels' vocabulary, l u ∈ V is the label at position u in L. We use V * to represent the collection of all label sequences formed by labels in V. The task of ASR is to find the most likely label sequenceL given X. Formally: L = arg max L∈V * p(L|X).
(1)
Background of Automatic Speech Recognition

History of ASR
Dreyfus Graf of France first started research related to speech recognition. He represented speech signal as the output of six band-pass filters and used its trace information displayed on screen to determine transcriptions [2] .
In 1952, Bell Labs of the United States made the first truly complete speech recognizer [3] , which could recognize 10 digits by matching filter bank output to hand-constructed template. Since then, the filter-based approach began to develop rapidly. In 1956, Olson and Belar developed a simple voice-activated typewriter [4] . At MIT Lincoln Labs built a speaker-independent 10-vowel recognizer [5] .
Basically, speech recognition systems at this stage can only recognize speeches containing a single word or vowel.
In the 1960's, several Japanese laboratories demonstrated their capability of building special purpose hardware to perform a speech recognition task [6] . Most notable were the vowel recognizer of Suzuki and Nakata at the Radio Research Lab in Tokyo [7] , the phoneme recognizer of Sakai and Doshita at Kyoto University [8] , and the digit recognizer of NEC Laboratories [9] . The work of Sakai and Doshita involved the first use of a speech segmenter for analysis and recognition of speech in different portions of the input utterance. In contrast, an isolated digit recognizer implicitly assumed that the unknown utterance contained a complete digit (and no other speech sounds or words) and thus did not need an explicit "segmenter". Kyoto University's work could be considered a precursor to a continuous speech recognition system [6] .
Around 1970, Itakura, Saito, Atal, etc. first introduced linear prediction technology to speech study [10] , and Vintsyuk et al. applied dynamic programming technology to speech recognition [11] . Atal and Itakura independently proposed the Linear Predictive Coding LPC) cepstrum distance [10, 12] . These technologies' introduction led to the rapid development of speech recognition for speaker-specific, isolated words and small vocabulary tasks.
With the satisfactory results of speech recognition for speaker-specific, isolated words and small vocabulary tasks, people began to extend speech recognition to LVCSR for non-specific-speaker speech. However, the changes in characteristics of non-specific-speaker voice, the context correlation within continuous speech, and the increase in vocabulary pose serious challenges to existing technologies [2] .
For non-specific-speaker, large vocabulary continuous speech recognition tasks, HMM-based technology and deep learning technology are the key to its breakthrough.
In the mid-1980s, HMM technology based on statistics began to be widely studied and applied in speech recognition, and made substantial progress. Among them, the SPHINX system [13] developed by Kai-Fu Lee of Carnegie-Méron University, which uses HMM to model the speech state over time and uses GMM to model HMM states' observation probability, made a breakthrough in LVCSR and is considered a milestone in the history of speech recognition. Until deep learning techniques were applied, HMM-GMM had been the dominant framework for speech recognition.
In the 1990s and early 2000s, the HMM-GMM framework was thoroughly and extensively researched. However, the recognition performance was also approaching its ceiling, especially when dealing with daily conversations such as telephone calls, conferences, etc., its performance is far from practical.
Recently, deep learning brings remarkable improvements in many researches such as community question answering [14] and visual tracking [15] . New development in speech recognition has also been promoted. In 2011, Yu Dong, Deng Li, etc. from Microsoft Research Institute proposed a hidden Markov model combined with context-based deep neural network which named context-dependent (CD)-DNN-HMM [16] . It achieved significant performance gains compared to traditional HMM-GMM system in LVCSR task. Since then, LVCSR technology using deep learning has begun to be widely studied.
Models for LVCSR
After years of development, LVCSR has made great progress. Many speech recognition systems are now deployed on mobile phones, televisions, and automobiles, playing a very important role in lives. Based on the differences in their basic ideas and key technologies, LVCSR can be divided into two categories: HMM-based model and the end-to-end model.
HMM-Based Model
For a long time, the HMM-based model has been the mainstream LVCSR model with the best recognition results. In general, the HMM-based model can be divided into three parts, each of which is independent of each other and plays a different role: acoustic, pronunciation and language model. The acoustic model is used to model the mapping between speech input and feature sequence (typically a phoneme or sub-phoneme sequence). The pronunciation model, which is typically constructed by professional human linguists, is to achieve a mapping between phonemes (or sub-phonemes) to graphemes. The language model maps the character sequence to fluent final transcription [17] .
HMM mechanism may be used in all those three parts [18] . However, the HMM-based model generally emphasizes the use of HMM in acoustic model. In this HMM, sound is the observation, and feature is the hidden state. For an HMM that has a state set {1, . . . , J} , HMM-based model uses Bayesian theory and introduces the HMM state sequence S = {s t ∈ {1, · · · , J}|t = 1, · · · , T} to decompose p(L|X).
arg max
According to conditional independent hypothesis, we can approximate p(X|S, L) ≈ p(X|S), therefore, arg max
These three factors p(X|S), p(S|L), and p(L) in the Equation (3) correspond to acoustic model, pronunciation model, and language model, respectively.
•
Acoustic model P(X|S): It indicates the probability of observing X from hidden sequence S. According to the probability chain rule and the observation independence hypothesis in HMM (observations at any time depend only on the hidden state at that time), P(X|S) can be decomposed into the following form:
In the acoustic model, p(x t |s t ) is the observation probability, which is generally represented by GMM. The posterior probability distribution of hidden state p(s t |x t ) can be calculated by DNN method. These two different calculations of P(X|S) result into two different models, namely HMM-GMM and HMM-DNN. For a long time, HMM-GMM model is a general structure for speech recognition. With the development of deep learning technology, DNN is introduced into speech recognition for acoustic modeling [19] . The role of DNN is to calculate the posterior probability of the HMM state, which may be transformed into likelihoods, replacing the conventional GMM observation probability [18] . Thus, HMM-GMM model is developed into HMM-DNN, which achieves better results than HMM-GMM and becomes state-of-the-art ASR model.
Pronunciation model p(S|L): this is also called the dictionary. Its role is to achieve the connection between acoustic sequence and language sequence. The dictionary includes various levels of mapping, such as pronunciation to phone, phone to trip-hone. The dictionary is not only used to achieve structural mapping, but also to map the probability calculation relationship. p(l n |l 1 , · · · , l n−1 ) = N ∏ n=1 p(l n |l n−m−1 , · · · , l n−1 )
In the HMM-based model, different modules use different technologies and play different roles. HMM is mainly used to do dynamic time warping at the frame level. GMM and DNN are used to calculate HMM hidden states' emission probability [20] . The construction process and working mode of the HMM-based model determines if it faces the following difficulties in practical use:
The training process is complex and difficult to be globally optimized. HMM-based model often uses different training methods and data sets to train different modules. Each module is independently optimized with their own optimization objective functions which are generally different from the true LVCSR performance evaluation criteria. So the optimality of each module does not necessarily mean the global optimality [21, 22] . •
Conditional independent assumptions. To simplify the model's construction and training, the HMM-based model uses conditional independence assumptions within HMM and between different modules. This does not match the actual situation of LVCSR.
End-to-End Model
Due to the above-mentioned shortcomings of the HMM-based model, coupled with the promotion of deep learning technology, more and more works began to study end-to-end LVCSR. The end-to-end model is a system that directly maps input audio sequence to sequence of words or other graphemes. Its functional structure is shown in Figure 1 . Most end-to-end speech recognition models include the following parts: encoder, which maps speech input sequence to feature sequence; aligner, which realizes the alignment between feature sequence and language; decoder, which decodes the final identification result. Please note that this division does not always exist, because end-to-end itself is a complete structure, and it is usually very difficult to tell which part does which sub-task at the analogy of an engineered modular system. Different from the HMM-based model that is composed of multiple modules, the end-to-end model replaces multiple modules with a deep network, realizing the direct mapping of acoustic signals into label sequences without carefully-designed intermediate states. Besides, there is no need to perform posterior processing on the output.
Compared to HMM-based model, the above differences give end-to-end LVCSR the following characteristics:
•
Multiple modules are merged into one network for joint training. The benefit of merging multiple modules is that there is no need to design many modules to realize the mapping between various intermediate states [23] . Joint training enables the end-to-end model to use a function that is highly relevant to the final evaluation criteria as a global optimization goal, thereby seeking globally optimal results [22] .
• It directly maps input acoustic signature sequence to the text result sequence, and does not require further processing to achieve the true transcription or to improve recognition performance [24] , whereas in the HMM-based models, there is usually an internal representation for pronunciation of a character chain. Nevertheless, character level models are known with some traditional architectures, too.
These advantages of end-to-end LVCSR model make it able to greatly simplify the construction and training of speech recognition models.
To varying degrees, sequence-to-sequence tasks face data alignment problems, especially for speech recognition. Where a label in the label sequence should be aligned to the speech data is an unavoidable problem for both HMM-based and end-to-end model. The end-to-end model uses soft alignment. Each audio frame corresponds to all possible states with a certain probability distribution, which does not require a forced, explicit correspondence [22] .
The end-to-end model can be divided into three different categories depending on their implementations of soft alignment:
• CTC-based: CTC first enumerates all possible hard alignments (represented by the concept path), then it achieves soft alignment by aggregating these hard alignments. CTC assumes that output labels are independent of each other when enumerating hard alignments. • RNN-transducer: it also enumerates all possible hard alignments and then aggregates them for soft alignment. But unlike CTC, RNN-transducer does not make independent assumptions about labels when enumerating hard alignments, so it is different from CTC in terms of path definition and probability calculation. • Attention-based: this method no longer enumerates all possible hard alignments, but uses Attention mechanism to directly calculate the soft alignment information between input data and output label.
CTC-Based End-to-End Model
Although currently the HMM-DNN hybrid model still has state-of-the-art results, the role played by DNN is limited. It is mostly used to model the posterior state probability of HMM's hidden state, only representing local information. The time-domain feature is still modeled by HMM. When attempting to model time-domain features using RNN or CNN instead of HMM, it faces a data alignment problem: both RNN and CNN's loss functions are defined at each point in the sequence, so in order to be able to perform training, it is necessary to know the alignment relation between RNN output sequence and target sequence [25] .
CTC was proposed in [25] . Its emergence makes it possible to make fuller use of DNN in speech recognition and build end-to-end models, which is a breakthrough in the development of end-to-end method. Essentially, CTC is a loss function, but it solves hard alignment problem while calculating the loss. CTC mainly overcomes the following two difficulties for end-to-end LVCSR models: Solving these two problems, CTC can use a single network structure to map input sequence directly to label sequence, and implement end-to-end speech recognition.
Key Ideas of CTC
CTC process can be seen as including two sub-processes: path probability calculation and path aggregation. In these two sub-processes, the most important is the introduction of a new blank label ("-", which means no output) and the intermediate concept path.
Path Probability Calculation
Given an input sequence X = {x 1 , · · · , x T } of length T, the encoder encodes it into a feature sequence F = { f 1 , · · · , f T } of length T, for any t, f t is a vector whose dimension is one more than the number of elements in the vocabulary V, i.e., f t ∈ R |V |+1 .
CTC acts on the feature sequence F = { f 1 , · · · , f T }. Through softmax operation, CTC converts it into a probability distribution sequence Y = {y 1 , · · · , y T }, y t = {y 1 t , · · · , y |V +1| t }, where y i t indicates the probability that the output at time step t is label i, y |V |+1 t indicates the probability of outputting the blank label at time step t.
Let V = V ∪ {b}, V T denote the collection of all sequences of length T that defined on the vocabulary V . Combined with the definition of y k t , we can conclude that for a given input sequence X, the conditional probability distribution of any sequence π in the collection V T is calculated as Equation (6):
where π t represents the label at position t of sequence π. The element in V T is called path and is represented by π.
After the above calculation process, the input sequence {x 1 , · · · , x T } is mapped to a path π of the same length, and the conditional probability of π can also be calculated according to Equation (6) . In this mapping process, every input frame x t is mapped to a certain label π t . It can be thought as that the mapping from input sequence to path is actually a hard-aligning process.
From the calculation process of Equation (6), we can see that there is a very important assumption, which is the independence assumption: elements in the output sequence are independent of each other. Any time step which label is selected as the output does not affect the label distribution at other time steps. In contrast, in the encoding process, the value of y k t is affected by the speech context information in both historical and future directions. That is to say, CTC uses conditional independence assumptions in language models, but not in acoustic models. Therefore, the encoder obtained by CTC training is essentially and totally an acoustic model, which does not have the ability to model language.
Path Aggregation
From the path probability calculation process, we can find that the output path's length is equal to the input speech sequence's, which is not in line with actual situation. Usually, the length of transcription is much shorter than that of corresponding speech sequence. Therefore, a many-to-one, long-to-short mapping is needed to aggregate multiple paths into a shorter label sequence.
Let V ≤T denote the set of all label sequences defined on vocabulary V whose length is less than or equal to T, and the path aggregation is defined as a map function B : L T → L ≤T . It maps paths in V T (i.e., path) to the real label sequence in V ≤T . The path aggregation B mainly consists of two operations:
1. Merge the same contiguous labels. If consecutive identical labels appear in the path, merge them and keep only one of them. For example, for two different paths "c-aa-t-" and "c-a-tt-", they are aggregated according to the above principles to give the same result: "c-a-t-". 2. Delete the blank label "-" in the path. Since label "-" indicates that there is no output, it should be deleted when the final label sequence is generated. The above sequence "c-a-t-", after being aggregated according to the present principle, becomes final sequence "cat".
In above aggregation process, "c-aa-t-" and "c-a-tt-" are two paths of length 7, and "cat" is a label sequence of length 3. Analysis shows that a label sequence may correspond to multiple paths. Assuming that "cat" is aggregated by paths of length 4, then "cat" contains seven different paths as shown by the Figure 2 . Besides to obtain the label sequence corresponding to these paths, the aggregation also aims to calculate the label sequence's probability. We use B −1 (L) to represent the set of all paths in V T corresponding to the label sequence L, then obviously, given the input sequence X, the probability p(L|X) of L can be calculated as given in Equation (7):
The calculation of p(π|X) has been given in the Equation (6). Obviously, calculation of L's probability is differentiable. Therefore, after obtaining the label's probability, the gradient back propagation method can be used to train the model. However, there is still a difficulty for the calculation of Equation (7). Although p(π|X) is easy to calculate, It is hard to determine which and how many paths from V T are included in B −1 (L). Therefore, this equation is not really used to calculate p(L|X). Its truly operational calculation method is the forward-backward algorithm [25] .
Although the mapping from input sequence to path is a hard alignment process, due to the existence of path aggregation, CTC does not insist that input and output must be explicitly aligned according to a certain path. In fact, the path is only an intermediate concept of probability calculation, and the segmentation alignment it represents does not really happen. Therefore, CTC actually uses a soft alignment method, which is essentially different from HMM-based model [22] .
The emergence of CTC technology greatly simplifies the construction and training of LVCSR model. It no longer needs expertise to build various dictionaries; it eliminates the need of data alignment, allowing us to use any number of layers, any network structure to build an end-to-end model mapping audio directly to text [26] .
CTC-Based Works
Since CTC's calculation process is quite certain, Most of CTC-based ASR works mainly study how to effectively build the neural net acoustic model.
Model Structure
One of CTC's great advantages is that it eliminates the necessity of data segmentation alignment, so that deep learning techniques such as CNN and RNN can play an increasingly important role. Network models with different structures and depths have been introduced into end-to-end ASR, and have achieved better and better results.
Ref. [26] proposed an end-to-end model trained by CTC for an LVCSR task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in this area. It designed a three-layer network. The first layer is a 78-dimensional feed forward layer, the second layer is a 120-dimensional LSTM layer, and the third layer is a 27-dimensional LSTM layer. A CTC layer is used for training. The results of various structures showed that increasing network's depth and hidden cell's number could effectively improve the recognition effect. This conclusion was further confirmed by the experimental results in [27] .
Based on the above conclusions, ef. [22] believed that the model of up to three LSTM layers was still too shallow, so it did not achieved remarkable results. This paper uses CTC technology to train a five-layer bidirectional LSTM model with 500 hidden units per direction in every layer. The recognition effect reached state-of-the-art level at the time. Encouraged by this work, many improvements to the five-layer network began to appear [19, [28] [29] [30] .
Since then, with the rapid development of deep learning technology, ASR model trained using CTC has also undergone great changes in structure and depth.
In terms of structure, ref. [31] introduced CNN and combined it with RNN for ASR. It designed the structure consists of four CNN layers, two dense layers, two RNN layer and a CTC layer. To solve the problem that almost all models use RNN which is difficult for training, ref. [21] designed a model that abandons RNN and only uses CNN and CTC. The model used a 10-layer CNN and a three-layer full connection, and performed convolution operations in both time and frequency dimensions. Results also showed that deeper models could lead to better recognition. But more importantly, they found that a CNN networks with sufficient layers could also model the time-domain characteristics.
In terms of network depth, ref. [32] made a bold attempt to train a network with nine layers (where seven layers are RNNs) using CTC. The model could even outperform a human in certain tasks. Ref. [33] used CTC to train a deep neural network model with seven layers of bidirectional LSTM with each direction having 1000 hidden units. It was trained on 125,000 h of voice data from YouTube, which had a transcription vocabulary of 100 K. Similarly, ref. [34] used CTC to train a neural network consisting of nine layers of bidirectional RNNs with hidden unit dimension of 1024, which achieved optimal results on their respective data sets.
However, the trend in network model's structure and depth does not mean that deeper and more complex networks can achieve better results at any situation. Many newer jobs [35] [36] [37] chose to use shallower networks (five layers), which in large part were because that the dataset they use did not support training deeper networks. For example, ref. [35] used 2000-h datasets to train their five-layer model, while [33] used 125,000 data to train seven-layer networks. There is a huge gap between the two datasets.
Large-Scale Data Training
Lots of works show that complex, deep models require a lot of data to train, so as to speech recognition. Successful deep ASR models often benefit from a large-scale training data.
In order to effectively train a five-layer network model, the data set used by [19] has more than 7000 h of clean speech data, include their own 5000 h data and some other data sets (WSJ, Switchboard, Fisher). Coupled with the synthetic noise speech, there are totally more than 100,000 h of speech data used for training. With the help of large-scale datasets, they achieved the best results on their own constructed noisy datasets, outperforming several commercial companies such as Apple, Google, Bing, and wit.ai. In their further work, Ref. [32] used 11,940 h of English speech and 9400 h Chinese speech data to train the nine-layer network (seven layers are RNN) model, and finally achieved better level than human in regular Chinese recognition.
At Google's works, Ref. [33] trained a seven-layer bi-directional LSTM using 125,000 h of voice data from YouTube, which has a transcription vocabulary of 100 K. Their other work [38] used 125,000 h of google voice-search traffic data for experiments, too.
A large amount of training data helps to improve model's performance, but in order to use so many data, training method needs to be improved accordingly.
In order to speed up the training procedure on large-scale data, ref. [19] made special designs from two aspects: data parallelism and model parallelism. In terms of data parallelism, the model used intra-graphics processing unit (GPU) parallelism, with each GPU processing multiple samples simultaneously. Data parallelism was also performed between GPUs, where multiple GPUs independently process one minibatch and finally integrate their gradients together. In addition,training data were sorted by length so that audios of the same length are in the same minibatch, reducing the average processing steps of RNN. In terms of model parallelism, the model was divided into two parts according to the time series and run separately. For bi-directional RNN, the two parts exchanged their roles and respective calculation results at the intermediate time points, thus improving RNN's calculation speed.
Based on [19, 32] designed following efficient methods for large-scale data training at a more fundamental level: (1) it created its own all-reduce open message passing interface (OpenMPI) code to sum gradients from different GPUs on different nodes; (2) it designed an efficient CTC calculation method to run on GPU; (3) it designed and used a new memory allocation method. Finally, the model achieved 4-21 times acceleration.
Language Model
Equation (6) indicates that CTC considers each label in the output sequence to be independent of each other. This independent assumption makes CTC not capable of modeling languages. Therefore, many CTC-based works use a variety of methods to add a language model to CTC. Their results show that language model is very helpful for improving the performance of CTC-based end-to-end ASR.
Ref. [22] showed that on the WSJ dataset, RNN+CTC model alone had 30.1% word error rate (WER). If a word dictionary was introduced, the WER was 24%. If a tri-gram language model (LM) was introduced, the WER fell to 8.7%. Ref. [28] also showed that a language model was essential to achieve good performance at the word level.
Inspired by these works, ref. [27, 29, 39, 40] and other works also integrated language model with CTC. Results showed that the language model can greatly improve recognition accuracy. Not only that, but the language model is also effective even for models with complex structure and large training data such as DeepSpeech [19] and Deepspeech2 [32] . In contrast, there are less works that do not use language model [21, 34] , which are less accurate than works with language model. There are two main ways to use the language model: second-pass and first-pass. Second-pass is also known as re-ranking or the re-score method. In this method, the model first uses a beam-search algorithm to obtain a certain number of candidate results based on the probability distribution calculated by CTC. These results are then re-scored by the language model, and both of the two scores are used to determine the optimal recognition result [22] . The first-pass method adds the language model score at every extending step in beam-search, and only needs to run the scoring process once to get the final result. Since language model is integrated into the beam-search process, the first-pass method generally has better results and has been more widely used.
However, introducing language model also has its shortcomings. On the one hand, introduction of language model makes the CTC-based works deviate from the end-to-end principle, and the characteristics of joint training using an individual model are destroyed. The language model only works in the prediction phase and does not help the training process. On the other hand, the language model is very large. For example, the seven-gram language model used in [29] is 21 GB, which has a great impact on model's deployment and delay.
RNN-Transducer End-to-End Model
There are two main deficiencies in CTC, which limits its effectiveness:
• CTC cannot model interdependencies within the output sequence because it assumes that output elements are independent of each other. Therefore, CTC cannot learn the language model. The speech recognition network trained by CTC should be treated as only an acoustic model. • CTC can only map input sequences to output sequences that are shorter than it. For scenarios where output sequence is longer, CTC is powerless. This can be easily analyzed from CTC's calculation process.
For speech recognition, it is clear that the first point has a greater impact. RNN-transducer was proposed in the paper [41] . It designs a new mechanism to solve above-mentioned shortcomings of CTC. Theoretically, it can map an input to any finite, discrete output sequence. Interdependencies between input and output and within output elements are also jointly modeled.
Key Ideas of RNN-Transducer
The RNN-transducer, which is a model structure, has many similarities with CTC which is a loss function: their goals are to solve the forced segmentation alignment problem in speech recognition; they both introduce a "blank" label; they both calculate the probability of all possible paths and aggregate them to get the label sequence. However, their path generation processes and the path probability calculation methods are completely different. This gives rise to the advantages of RNN-transducer over CTC. RNN-transducer model consists of three subnetworks: Transcription network(F (x)), Prediction network(P (y, g)) and joint network (J ( f , g)). Its structure is shown in Figure 4 . These three networks have their own functions:
•
Transcription network(F (x)): this is the encoder, which plays the role of an acoustic model. Regardless of sub sampling technique, for an acoustic input sequence X = {x 1 , · · · , x T } of length T, F (x) map it to a feature sequence F = { f 1 , · · · , f T }. Correspondingly, for input value x t at any time t, Transcription network is used as an acoustic model with an output value f t = F (x t ), which is a |V | + 1 dimensional vector. • Prediction network(P (l)): It's part of the Decoder that plays the role of language model. As an RNN network, it models the interdependencies within output label sequence (while transcription network models the dependencies within acoustic input). P (l) maintains a hidden state h u and an output value g u for any label location u ∈ [1, N]. Their loop calculation process is
Later in the analysis of joint networks we will point out that the calculation of l u−1 depends on g u−1 . So the above loop process actually means using the output sequence l [1:u−1] in the first u − 1 positions to determine the choice of l u . For simplicity, we can express this relationship as g u = P (l [1:u−1] ). g u is also a |V | + 1 dimension vector.
• Joint network (J ( f , g)): it does the alignment job between input and output sequence. For any t ∈ [1, T], u ∈ [1, N], the joint network uses the transcription network's output f t and the prediction network's output g u to calculate the label distribution at output location u:
As we can see, p(k ∈ V |t, u) is a function of f t and g u . Since f t comes from x t , g u comes from the sequence {l 1 , · · · , l u−1 }, so the joint network's role is: for a given historical output sequence {l 1 , · · · , l u−1 } and input x t at time t, it calculates the label distribution P(l u |{l 1 , · · · , l U−1 }, x t ) at the output location u, which provides probability distribution information for decoding process. Based on p(k ∈ V |t, u), RNN-transducer designs its own path generation process and path aggregation method, and gives the corresponding forward-backward algorithm to calculate the probability of a given label sequence [41] . Since there exists a path aggregation process, RNN-Transducer is also a soft-aligned process that does not require forced, explicit split alignment of data.
The decoding process of RNN-transducer is roughly as follows: each time an input x t is read, the model will keep outputting labels until an empty label "-" is encountered. If an empty label is encountered, RNN-transducer reads in the next input x t+1 and repeats the output process until all input sequences have been read. Since an input x t may produce an output subsequence more than one label, RNN-transducer can handle situations where the output's length is greater than the input's.
From RNN-transducer's design ideas, we can easily draw the following conclusions:
• Since one input data can generate a label sequence of arbitrary length, theoretically, the RNN-transducer can map input sequence to an output sequence of arbitrary length, whether it is longer or shorter than the input.
Since the prediction network is an RNN structure, each state update is based on previous state and output labels. Therefore, the RNN-transducer can model the interdependence within output sequence, that is, it can learn the language model knowledge.
Since Joint Network uses both language model and acoustic model output to calculate probability distribution, RNN-Transducer models the interdependence between input sequence and output sequence, achieving joint training of language model and the acoustic model.
This work was tested at TIMIT (Texas Instruments, Inc. (TI) and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology(MIT)) corpus of read speech [42] and achieved a 23.2% PER (Phoneme Error Rate), which was the best in existing RNN model at that time, catching up with the best results.
RNN-Transducer Works
To further enhance RNN-transducer's performance, ref. [43] improved the work from [41] . It changed the Joint network from original simple addition to a full layer connection. it also increased network depth and pre-trained the transcription network and the prediction network respectively. In the end, it got 17.7% PER (Phoneme Error Rate)at TIMIT dataset, which was the best result at the moment. A number of experimental comparisons showed that it was more difficult to train RNN-Transducer from scratch. Pre-training of RNN-transducer's various parts could effectively improve the model's effect.
Ref. [17] explored and improved the RNN-transducer in more ways. On the one hand, it used more layers to construct a model with a transcription network of 12 LSTM layers and a prediction network of two LSTM layers. On the other hand, it used hierarchical pre-training with CTC to output phonemes, fonts, and words on the fifth, 10th, and 12th layers of transcription network, respectively. At the same time, it no longer used word as its output unit, but usde word piece (which is the result of word segmentation or combination, may be a part of a word, or a combination of multiple words). In the end, it achieved 8.5% WER on Google Voice Search.
Although the RNN-Transducer has its advantages over CTC, in order to obtain this advantage, it also leads to other shortcomings. One obvious problem is that it allows many unreasonable paths to appear. Since the RNN-transducer is very flexible, allowing one input to produce multiple outputs, it is conceivable that such an extreme case may exist: the first audio frame produces all the output sequences, while all the other audio frames produce empty labels. This is obviously very unreasonable, but it is a situation that RNN-transducer will definitely include. There are lots of paths like this. To solve this problem, a recurrent neural aligner was proposed in [44, 45] . This is an improvement to the RNN-transducer that restricts only one output per input. But even so, there are still unreasonable paths.
Analysis and related works on the RNN-transducer show that although the RNN-transducer has some improvements compared to CTC, it has the following shortcomings:
• Experiments show that the RNN-transducer is not easy to train. Therefore, it is necessary for each part to be pre-trained, which is very important for improving performance.
•
Thd RNN-transducer's calculation process includes many obviously unreasonable paths. Even if there are some improving works, it is still unavoidable. In fact, all speech recognitions that first enumerate all possible paths and then aggregate them face this problem, including CTC.
Attention-Based End-to-End Model
In 2014, ref. [46] published a work on machine translation. Their purpose was to solve the problem that the encoder-decoder model for machine translation was required to encode input texts into a fixed-length vector, resulting in limited encoding capability. In this work, the model's encoder encoded input text into a sequence of vectors (rather than a single vector), and the decoder used an attention method at each output step to assign different weights to each vector in this sequence. The next-step output was determined by historical output sequence and a weighted summation of the encoding result sequence. This method solves the problem of having to encode all the text information into a fixed length vector, so that even a long sentence can have a good encoding effect. This work has greatly promoted speech recognition because it fits well with speech recognition tasks in the following ways:
• Speech recognition is also a sequence-to-sequence process that recognizes the output sequence from the input sequence. So it is essentially the same as translation task.
•
The encoder-decoder method using an attention mechanism does not require pre-segment alignment of data. With attention, it can implicitly learn the soft alignment between input and output sequences, which solves a big problem for speech recognition.
• Encoding result is no longer limited to a single fixed-length vector, the model can still have a good effect on long input sequence, so it is also possible for such model to handle speech input of various lengths.
Based on the above reasons, end-to-end speech recognition model using attention mechanism has received more and more interests and development.
Attention-based end-to-end model can also be divided into three parts: encoder, aligner, and decoder. In particular, its aligner part uses attention mechanism. structure of attention-based model is shown in Figure 5 . Different works will make different improvements to each part. Figure 5 . Attention-based model [38] .
Works on the Encoder
The encoder plays the role of acoustic model, which is same as in CTC-based, RNN-Transducer and even HMM-DNN hybrid models. So it faces the same problems as they do, and their solutions are also the same. However, when the encoder is combined with attention, some new problems arise.
Delay and Information Redundancy
A serious problem caused by the combination of the encoder and attention is latency. Since attention is applied to the entire encoding result sequence, it needs to wait until the encoding process has been totally finished before it can start running (while CTC and RNN-transducer do not need to wait), so the time spent in the encoding process will increase the model's delay. In addition, an encoder that does not shrink the sequence's length will have a encoding result sequence that is much longer than the target label sequence (for input speech sequence is much longer than transcription). This leads to two problems: on the one hand, a longer encoding result sequence means more attention calculation, thereby increasing the delay; on the other hand, since speech is much larger than transcription, the sequence generated by encoding process without sub sampling will introduce a lot of redundant information to the attention mechanism. Being a work about translation task itself, ref. [46] does not take into account the sequence length problem which occurs in speech recognition task. In fact, early works [47, 48] that use attention for speech recognition did not notice this issue either.
The first work to notice this problem and take action is [49] . It was based on their previous work [48] . The encoder part used pooling between multiple RNN layers to speed up the model by pooling in time dimension, which can reduce the input sequence's length. The encoder's time step between upper and lower layers was decremented by the proportion of 1 2 , and the decrement could be realized by either an adjacent summation or a simple sub sampling. The model's encoder used a four-layer bidirectional gated recurrent unit (GRU) [50] , the last two layers read an output from previous layer every other time step, reducing the input to 1 4 of its original length. This method is called pooling or sub sampling.
For the same purpose of reducing encoding result sequence's length, the listen, attend and spell (LAS) [51] in 2016 adopted another operation. Its encoder part is called Listener and consists of 4 bidirectional LSTM layers. In order to reduce RNN's loop steps, each layer used the concatenation of state of two consecutive time steps from previous layer as its input. This 4-layer RNN is called a pyramid structure and can reduce RNN loop steps to 1 2 3 = 1 8 . Since then, most works used sub sampling or pyramid structure in their encoders. Some of them reduced the length to 1 4 [52-56] , some reduced to 1 8 [57] . In addition, there is a technique that directly sub samples the input speech sequence before encoding it (directly operate on the input frame) [58] [59] [60] . Through these different sub sampling methods, the length of encoder's result sequence is shortened, and the retained information is also filtered, which alleviates the model delay problem and the information redundancy problem in Attention.
Network Structure
Similar to the development trend in CTC-based and RNN-transducer models, in order to improve encoding ability, the encoder in attention-based models is also becoming more and more complicated. The most obvious point is reflected in its depth. The early encoder was basically within three layers [48, 52, 53, 61] , and gradually developed to four layers [49, 51, 54, 57] , five layers [59, 62] , six layers [55, 60] . As the network structure becomes more complex and network's depth becomes deeper, model's effect is continuously improving. Based on [49] , ref. [56] built a 15-layer encoder network using Network in Network, Batch normalization, residual network, convolutional LSTM, and ultimately achieved WER (Word Error Rate)of 10.53% on the WSJ (Wall Street Journal)dataset without using a dictionary or language model.
Works on Attention
Functionally, the attention mechanism can be divided into three types: content-based, location-based, and hybrid. The calculation process of their attention weights α u at the output position u is shown in Equation (12) . They use different information in attention process and have different characteristics.
•
Context-based: it uses only the input feature sequence F and the previous hidden state s u−1 to calculate the weight at each position. Ref. [46] used this method. Its problem is that it does not use position information. For a feature's different appearances in the feature sequence, context-based attention will give them same weights, which is called similarity speech fragment problem. • Location-based: the previous weight α u−1 is utilized as location information at each step to calculate current weight α u . But since it does not use the input feature sequence F, it is not sufficient for input features. • Hybrid: as the name implies, it takes into account the input feature sequence F, the previous weight α u−1 , and the previous hidden state s u−1 , which enables it to combine advantages of context-based and location-based attention.
Based on the attention mechanisms of these different structures and functions, there are many works to solve different problems in speech recognition.
Continuity Problem
In translation tasks, It is a normal phenomenon two adjacent words in the result sequence may correspond to locations far away in the original sequence, and two words that are far apart in the resulting sequence may correspond to adjacent parts of the original sequence. But this phenomenon does not occur in speech recognition. The sound production process naturally determines that the two adjacent words in the transcription must correspond to adjacent parts in the audio. This is the continuity of speech recognition. To address continuity issues location-based or hybrid attention mechanisms need to be designed.
Based on [46, 47] made some improvements to the attention mechanism to solve continuity problem. The improved attention process is:
Here a() and d() are two functions that need to be learned in training process. It can be seen that, the Equations (13) and (14) respectively use s u−1 , f and α u−1 in their calculating, so this is a hybrid attention. Compared to context-based, the Equation (14) 
, which is used to penalize the attention weights according to the relative offset between the current and previous position, thereby solving the continuity problem.
Monotonic Problem
Another problem associated with continuity is the monotonic problem: sound is unidirectional in time dimension. Once we determine that an audio piece corresponds to a specific output label, then it is impossible for this piece to correspond to another label. That is: if a piece of audio has already been matched to a certain label through attention, when we identify subsequent labels, this audio piece should be excluded and not be considered.
In particular, one output label may appear many times in different locations in the transcription. They should be matched to different parts of the speech. However, during the calculation process they are likely to attend on the same speech part. This problem can also be solved by introducing location information in attention mechanism.
The solution proposed by [47] is to introduce some new loss terms into the training objectives:
Here, CDF(u, t) = ∑ t j=1 α u,j is the cumulative probability distribution function of the output label at position u up to time step t. α u,j represents the weight of feature at time step j for generating position u's label. Obviously, the earlier the attention weight is, the more times it is calculated in p u . Therefore, the Equation (17) can make attention weight of position u more distributed to late time than that of position u − 1, thus having time monotonicity.
Inaccurate Extraction of Key Information
In 2014, ref. [46] found that the attention-based model can only be used to recognize audio data that has similar length with training data. Once the audio is significantly longer than the data used for training, performance would drop dramatically. Their follow-up work [48] once again validated this experimental phenomenon. Ref. [48] believed that reasons for this problem lied in the following aspects: first, the attention mechanism did not use location information; second, the attention mechanism could not attend on the real key features.
For the first problem, ref. [48] designed a new attention mechanism using location information.
According to Equations (19)-(21), we can infer that α i = Attend(s i−1 , α i−1 , f ), obviously this is a hybrid attention mechanism. But unlike general hybrid attention, it used convolution ( * operation in the Equation (19)) to process location information.
For the second problem, ref. [48] believed that it was the following characteristics of softmax operation which was used to calculate the weight that caused the attention to fail to effectively focus on the really useful feature sequence:
•
In the weights calculated by softmax, every item is greater than zero, which means that every feature of the feature sequence will be retained in the context information c i obtained by attention. This introduces unnecessary noise characteristics and retains some information that should not be retained in c i . • Softmax itself concentrates the probability on the largest item, causing attention to focus mostly on one feature, while other features that have positive effects and should be retained are not fully preserved.
In addition, since the attention weights needs to be calculated for each feature in the feature sequence at each output step, the amount of calculation is large. In order to solve these problems, it proposed three sharpen techniques:
• It introduced a scale value greater than unity in softmax operation, which can enlarge greater weight and shrink smaller one. This method can attenuate the problem of noise characteristics, but makes the probability distribution more concentrated to the feature items with higher probability.
After having calculated the weight of softmax, it only retains the largest k values and then normalizes them again. This method increases the amount of attention calculation.
Window method. A calculation window and a window sliding strategy are set in advance, and attention's weights are calculated by softmax only for data in the window.
It used the third method, only used in inference phase, not in training phase. The work finally achieved 17.6% WER at TIMIT. For sentences that are manually stitched and expanded to 10 times in length, The WER was still as low as 20%.
On this basis, these authors have made persistent efforts, and [49] has made further improvements to [48] : window technology was used not only in the inference phase but also in the training phase.
Moreover, the window technology is different from that in [48] . In [48] , the choice of new window depends on the previous moment's window quality, so at the beginning the model is difficult to train, and easy to fall into local optimum. The adjustment strategy of [49] weakens this dependency. Its window initialization is performed according to the statistics of blank voice length and speaking speed in training data, which improves the performance.
Delay
There are two sources for the delay. On the one hand, the encoder's result sequence is too long, which causes the attention and decoder to take a lot of time and computation. This problem has been alleviated by sub-sampling in the encoder. The other source is that the attention acts on the whole encoding result sequence, so it must wait until all the encoding result sequence are generated before it can start to work. In order to solve this problem, researchers also carried out a lot of exploration.
With the goal of reducing latency, ref. [52] attempted to build an online ASR system. On the one hand, it used a uni-directional RNN to build the encoder. On the other hand, the model used window mechanism proposed in [49] in attention. The advantage of using window mechanism is that attention no longer needs to wait until the end of entire encoding process, as long as it receives enough information that fulfill a window, it can start working. In this way, the attention's delay can be controlled within a window.
Specifically, when the model performs attention at position u, it first calculates a window W u as follows.
In the attention process the model only considers f j appearing in the window W u (Reflected in the following equation is that the value of j is limited to [m u − p, m u + q])).
Also using window technology, ref. [61] believed that window size in existing window scheme was fixed, which was not consistent with actual situation. So it designed a window technology using Gaussian prediction method. Window's size and slide step's length are calculated based on the system state at corresponding time, rather than being set in advance. This kind of scheme can even adapt to the speed change to a certain extent.
Its Gaussian prediction window attention is roughly as follows:
Here, p u and σ u are the Gaussian distribution mean and variance, respectively, which represent the position and size of the window at position u. It seems that the calculation of α u,j occurs on the entire encoding result sequence, but all e u,j outside the window are 0, so it actually only happens for j ∈ [1, f loor(p u + Kσ u )], which greatly reduces the delay and implements a dynamic window.
Works on Decoder
The decoder is usually an RNN network that receives context information computed by attention and then decodes it to get the final transcription. Structurally, the decoder has two working modes in the existing work. One is to use previous hidden state s u−1 to perform attention on encoding result sequence F, get the context information c u firstly, and then calculate the decoder's current hidden state s u according to c u [47, 58, 61] . The other is to calculate the decoder's current hidden state s u firstly, and then perform the attention on encoding result sequence to calculate the context information c u . The latter method has been used more widely. [48, 49, [51] [52] [53] 56, 59] .
A lot of work has tried to improve attention-based ASR performance from the perspective of decoder.
Ref. [58] found that, in general, the decoder had only a one-layer network, and was not specifically designed for language features. So they designed the following decoder:
p(l i |l i−1 , · · · , l 1 , c i ) = g(s i , c i ). (38) Compared to the traditional decoder structure, this work added the network layer shown by the Equation (36) . This layer only acts on the historical output sequence, so it implicitly acts as a language model, which also allows the Decoder to have a longer memory.
Ref. [55] designed a multi-head-decoder technology for decoding. In the multi-header, different attention mechanisms are used on the encoding result sequence for context extraction and decoding. Results of these multiple attention decoding processes are aggregated to obtain the final decoding output.
The continuity, monotonicity, etc. of the attention mechanism naturally do not exist in CTC because CTC itself requires continuity and monotonicity of soft alignment between input and output. Ref. [54] attempted to combine CTC and attention in the training and inferring process to solve these problems for attention. It combined CTC and attention by sharing the encoder between them and extending the training loss function to L = λ log p ctc (L|X) + (1 − λ) log p att (L|X), which taking into account the loss of CTC and attention. For decoding, the probability of CTC and attention were also jointly considered.
As a simulation of how humans perceive the world, the attention mechanism has been deeply studied in ASR. New problems are constantly emerging and solutions are constantly being proposed. However, lots of experimental works show that the attention-based model can achieve better results in ASR than CTC-based and RNN-transducer model. Table 1 compares these three end-to-end models in several aspects. 
Comparison and Conclusions
Model Characteristics Comparison
Delay: the forward-backward algorithm used by CTC can adjust the probability of decoding results immediately after receiving a encoding result without waiting for other information, so CTC-based model has the shortest delay. RNN-Transducer model is similar to CTC in that it also adjusts the probability of decoding results immediately after each acquisition of an encoding result. However, since it uses not only the encoding result but also the previous decoding output in the forward-backward calculation at each step, its delay is higher compared to CTC. But, they all support streaming speech recognition, where recognition results are generated the same time speech signals are produced. Attention-based model has the longest delay because it needs to wait until all the encoding results are generated before soft alignment and decoding can start. So streaming speech recognition is not supported unless some corresponding compromise is made. Language modeling capabilities: CTC assumes that output labels are independent of each other, so it has no ability to model language. RNN-transducer enables models with language model ability through the joint network, while attention-based models achieves this through decoder network.
•
Training difficulty: CTC is essentially a loss function, and there is no weight to train in itself. Its role is to train an acoustic model. Therefore, the CTC-based network model can quickly achieve optimal results. Attention mechanism and the joint network in RNN-transducer model introduce weights and functions that require training, and because of the joint training of language model and acoustic model, they are much more difficult to train than CTC-based models. In addition, RNN-transducer's joint network will generate a lot of unreasonable data alignment between input and output. So it is more difficult to train than attention-based models. Generally, it needs to pre-train the prediction network and transcription network to have better performance.
Recognition accuracy: due to the modeling of linguistic knowledge, recognition accuracies of RNN-Transducer and attention-based model are much higher than that of CTC-based model. In most cases, the accuracy of attention-based model is higher than RNN-transducer.
Model Recognition Performance Comparison
In order to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of various ASR methods, [38] designed experiments to carefully compare CTC-based, RNN-transducer, and attention models.
In these experiments, the input acoustic signal is represented with 80-dimensional log-mel features, computed with a 25 ms window, and a 10 ms frame-shift. Following previous work [30] , three consecutive frames are stacked and only every third stacked frame are presented as input to the encoder. The same acoustic frontend is used for all experiments.
All models use characters as the output unit. The vocabulary includes 26 English lowercase letters, 10 Arabic numerals, a label representing 'space', and punctuation symbols (e.g., the apostrophe symbol ('), hyphen (-), etc.).
For end-to-end models, the encoders use five bi-directional long short time memory (BLSTM) [63] layers with 350 dimensions per direction. The decoders use a beam search decoding method with a width of 15. No additional language models or pronunciation dictionaries are used in decoding or re-scoring.
A CTC model is trained to predict characters as output targets. When trained to convergence, the weights from this encoder are used to initialize the encoders in all other sequence-to-sequence models, since this was found to significantly speed up convergence.
RNN-transducer's Prediction network consists of a single 700-dimensional GRU, and its Joint network consists of a single 700-dimensional forward network with a tanh activation function. Attention's Decoder also uses a 700-dimensional GRU, but both 1 layer and two-layer models are tested in these experiments.
Baseline used for comparison is the state-of-the-art context-dependent phoneme CTC model (CD-phoneme model). Its acoustic model consists of five layers of 700-dimensional bidirectional or unidirectional LSTM, predicting 8192 CD-phoneme Distribution. The baselines are first trained to optimize the CTC-criterion, followed by discriminative sequence training to optimize the state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) criterion [64] . These models are decoded using a pruned, first-pass, five-gram language model which is subsequently rescored with a large five-gram language model. These systems use a vocabulary which consists of millions of words, as well as a separate expert-curated pronunciation model.
The various sequence-to-sequence modeling approaches are evaluated on an LVCSR task. In order to effectively train deep networks, it use a set of about 15 M hand-transcribed anonymized utterances extracted from Google voice-search traffic, which corresponds to about 12,500 h of training data. In order to improve system robustness to noise and reverberation, multi-condition training (MTR) data are generated: training utterances are artificially distorted using a room simulator, by adding in noise samples extracted from YouTube videos and environ mental recordings of daily events; the overall signal to noise (SNR) is between 0 dB and 30 dB, with an average of 12 dB.
The data used for test consists of three categories, which consist of hand-transcribed anonymized utterances extracted from Google traffic: a set of about 13,000 utterances (covering about 124,000 words) from the domain of open-ended dictation (denoted by dict); a set of about 12,900 utterances (covering about 63,000 words) from the domain of voice-search queries (denoted by vs); and a set of about 12,600 utterances (covering about 75,000 words) corresponding to instances of times, dates, etc., where the expected transcript corresponds to the written domain (denoted by numeric) (e.g., the spoken domain utterance "twelve fifty one pm" must be recognized as "12:51 p.m."). Noisy versions of the dictation and voice-search sets are created by artificially adding noise drawn from the same distribution as in training (denoted, noisy-dict, and noisy-vs, respectively). Table 2 gives the performance (WER) of different models on different test datasets. Comparing the performance of different end-to-end models, we can get the following conclusions:
• Without external language model, CTC-based model has the worst effect, and the gap between it and other models is very large. This is consistent with our analysis and expectation of CTC: it makes a conditional independent assumption of the output and cannot learn language model knowledge itself.
•
Compared with CTC, RNN-transducer has been greatly improved on all test sets because compared to CTC, it uses Prediction network to learn language knowledge. • Attention-based model is the best of all end-to-end, and the two-layer decoder is better than the one-layer Decoder. This shows that decoder's depth also has an impact on the results. better than HMMs:DeepSpeech [19] , but it uses large amount of data [23] . Although the end-to-end model has beat HMM-GMM model, lots of works show that its performance is still worse than HMM-DNN model [20, 27, 29, 39, 48, 52, 58] , and some works achieve comparable performance with HMM-DNN model [45, 47, 54] . While only few works can outperform HMM-DNN model [23] (DeepSpeech [19] also outperforms HMM-DNN, however, it is trained on a large amount of data while HMM-DNN is not, which is unfair for comparison).
So, it is obvious that the end-to-end model has not surpassed the HMM-DNN model which also uses deep learning techniques. A very important reason is their different abilities to learn language knowledge. Although RNN-transducer and attention-based model have the ability to learn language models, the language knowledge they learn is only within the scope of training data set's transcriptions. But HMM-DNN model is different. It uses specially constructed dictionaries and large language models trained on a large amount of extra natural language corpus. Its linguistic knowledge can have a very wide coverage.
As a conclusion, after years of development, the HMM-GMM model has reached its bottleneck, and there is little room for its further performance improvement. The introduction of deep learning technology has promoted the rise and development of HMM-DNN models and end-to-end models, which have achieved performance beyond HMM-GMM. Both using deep learning techniques, current performance of the end-to-end model is still worse than that of the HMM-DNN model, at best just comparable. However, the HMM-DNN model itself is limited by various unfavorable factors such as independent hypothesis and multi-module individual training inherited from HMM, while the end-to-end model has advantages such as simplified model, joint training, direct output, No need for forced data alignment. Therefore, the end-to-end model is the current focus of LVCSR and an important research direction in the future.
Future Works
The end-to-end model has surpassed the HMM-GMM model, but its performance is still worse than or only comparable to the HMM-DNN model, which also uses deep learning techniques. In order to truly take advantage of the end-to-end model, the end-to-end model needs to at least be improved in the following aspects:
• Model delay. CTC-based and RNN-transducer models are monotonic and support streaming decoding, so they are suitable for online scenarios with low latency. However, their recognition performance is limited. Attention-based models can effectively improve the recognition performance, but it is not monotonous and has long delay. Although there are methods such as "window" to reduce the delay of attention, they may reduce the recognition performance to a certain extent [65] . Therefore, reducing latency while ensuring performance is an important research issue for the end-to-end model. •
Language knowledge learning. HMM-based model uses additional language models to provide a wealth of language knowledge, while all the language knowledge of the end-to-end model comes only from training data's transcriptions, whose coverage is very limited. This leads to great difficulties in dealing with scenes with large linguistic diversity. Therefore, the end-to-end model needs to improve its learning of language knowledge while maintaining the end-to-end structure.
